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#1: Fantasy nostalgia right on your phone
Hungarian developer Hexahedron Games has released an interactive gamebook collection in
the android playstore.
The app titled: 6Quest - the choice is yours is a reimagining of the popular fantasy
gamebooks of the 70s and the 80s. It’s an attempt to stay true to the genre’s origins while
using all the opportunities provided by modern technology. Thus you get your text on a
pergamen with stylish old-school illustrations but you also get things like responsive dialogs,
nifty little animations and the ability to save your progress.
The app currently contains an introductory quest ’Awakenings’, which helps players
familiarize themselves with the world and the basic game mechanics, a full fledged
adventure called ‘Just Another Day’ which deals with the misadventures of a city watchman
in a fantasy metropolis and the demo of ‘Shipwrecked’ which is a story about a pirate trying
to escape a mysterious island.
If you remember having fun with Fighting Fantasy or CYOA books as a kid - or if you want to
try out a hit from the ‘good old days’ of gaming adjusted to modern standards, you should
give 6Quest a try.

#2: The choice is truly yours in the fantasy world of
Felorian
We have all wondered about being the hero of a story. Read a book or watched a movie
while thinking ‘I could have done better’ or ‘I wouldn’t have fallen for that trick’. Well, now you
can prove it!
6Quest - the choice is yours is a new collection of fantasy gamebooks - stories in which you
are the main character. Hungarian developer Hexahedron Games pride themselves on
creating diverse settings and providing impactful choices for their players for maximum
immersion.
Play as a man or a woman, pick your strengths and weaknesses, make important decisions
and see the story change according to them.
Do you take a bribe? You better make sure it won’t come back to bite you in the rear later!
Want to kill a few goblins you don’t like? Be prepared for the wrath of the entire village!
Have dialogues with NPCs and read through codexes - small, collectible pieces of game lore
- to familiarize yourself better with the game world. Or just ignore all of that and find solutions
to your problems on your own. Multiple endings and a myriad of achievements await to
reward your playstyle - or to punish it.
6Quest - currently available in the google playstore - has two complete stories and a
playable demo with plenty of extra content to come together with an iOS and a PC version.
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#3: The old and the new - 6Quest tries to be the
best of both worlds
Fantasy was one of the first genres interactive fiction conquered and with good reason. Who
doesn’t want to be a brave warrior, a dashing rogue or a wise magician? As fantasy became
more mainstream however the old used tropes changed and evolved into fresh ones. These
days no one bats an eye if a brave and daring princess rescues the majestic dragon from the
clutches of the evil knight.
Interactive fiction has always been a genre which allows authors to explore plenty of new and
interesting concepts while using two among the oldest of gaming platforms: the written word
and human imagination.
6Quest - the choice is yours is a new gamebook app which again tries to strike a balance
between the old and the new. The stories take place in a classic fantasy world called
Felorian with the usual medieval setting, strange magical creatures and character
archetypes. However you aren’t necessarily a daring hero out to save the world or find an all
powerful magical artifact. You might just be a hapless city guard, trying to earn a much
desired promotion or an unlucky pirate who needs to escape a deserted island.
There is a twist: you might not be any of these either. The background lore of the game
portrays you as an ‘Arkhon’, a sort of bodiless spirit who is hunting for memory shards
among the desolate ruins of a destroyed world.
The looks and the works are also a mixture of retro and modern: you get your text on a
pergamen with stylish old-school illustrations but you also get things like responsive dialogs,
nifty little animations and the ability to save your progress.

6Quest currently offers two complete stories: Awakenings which is a simpler adventure
helping you to familiarize yourself with the gameplay and the lore and Just Another Day
which puts you in the boots of the aforementioned city guard. There is also a demo for the
quest ‘Shipwrecked’ and short blurbs for two more upcoming adventures.
The game is available in the google playstore with an iOS and a PC version scheduled to
release in early 2017.

#4: The memories of a dead world await your
decisions
Fantasy in recent years has undergone an interesting metamorphosis, shifting away from
commonly tropes and trying to incite readers and players with more and more unique
storylines and settings.
6Quest - the choice is yours is one such attempt. It’s an app consisting of a collection of
gamebooks - interactive stories which feature you as the main character. This time however
you are not a daring warrior or a crafty mage trying to save the world.
The world, you see has already been destroyed. You are an Arkhon, a sort of spirit who is
trying to collect pieces of forgotten memory from the history the world by assuming a
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multitude of roles in markedly different settings. Each setting is a separate quest, and can be
enjoyed on its own, or as a part of the whole.
There are currently two of these quests available: Awakenings, a tutorial adventure helping
you to familiarize yourself with the gameplay and the lore and Just Another Day which puts
you in the boots of a city guard trying to avoid demotion in an upcoming inspection.
There is also a demo for the quest ‘Shipwrecked’ and short blurbs for more upcoming
adventures.
The polished but simple design of the game also hides a complex interior. Branching paths,
timed challenges, moral choice systems and resource management will ensure that your
choices actually matter and you can shape the story with your decisions.
Multiple endings, collectible achievements and lore pieces help to provide a high
replayability.
6Quest is currently available in the google playstore with an iOS and a PC version scheduled
to release in early 2017.

#5: 6Quest - a new brand of interactive fiction
6Quest is an interactive fiction game app created by three hardcore fantasy enthusiasts
which is now available on google play
This collection of fantasy gamebooks takes place in the shattered world of Felorian. Players
can assume the role of Arkhons, extradimensional entities who are trying to collect pieces of
forgotten memory from the history the world by assuming a multitude of roles in markedly
different settings. Each setting is a separate quest, and can be enjoyed on its own, or as a
part of the whole.

The app currently contains an introductory quest, Awakenings, which helps you familiarize
yourself with the world and the basic game mechanics, Just Another Day which deals with
the misadventures of a city watchman in a fantasy metropolis and the demo of Shipwrecked
which is a story about a pirate trying to escape a mysterious island.
The stories feature a unique game system which will have you on your toes as you play.
Branching paths, timed challenges, moral choice systems and resource management will
ensure that your choices actually matter and you can shape the story with your decisions.
Do you take a bribe? You better make sure it won’t come back to bite you in the rear later!
Want to kill a few goblins you don’t like? Be prepared for the wrath of the entire village!
You can have dialogues with NPCs and collect codexes - small pieces of game lore - to
familiarize yourself better with the game world. Or just ignore all of that and find solutions to
your problems on your own. Multiple endings await to reward your playstyle - or to punish it.
High replayability is further helped by plenty of achievements in the games, some are pretty
easy to get but others will need you to be creative.
You can find the game in the google play store and familiarize yourself with it by playing a
simple introductory quest - or jump right in with the two playable demos of the more complex
content.
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